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1 . The lesson emphasised the advantages of group membership
/~ncluding access to group opinions, practice of skills, sharing
,/ feelings and experiences, feedback and active participation .
I believe tutoring on a 1 to 1 basis has been proven more effective
for learning than group learning for some
academic
subjects .
I believe advantages for the group leader outweigh those of group
participant in terms of learning about others and yourself and
gaining familiarity with content . Placing reasons for choosing a
group in the form of a checklist would be useful .
i .e .
Do I
agree with the group mission statement -yes, no .
Group planning is important and techniques for determining group
location, size, duration etc need to be expanded . Perhaps a role
play in planning a self-help group would be more effective than a
lecture .
A brainstorm session for skills needed for group leaders
(openness, stamina etc) and in running a group (listening, evaluation
etc) would generate more group interaction than a lecture .
The
structure for the shape of a session (warmup, activities) was
somewhat brief and could be expanded .
Information on time management including the need for time management, advantages, categories, techniques for goal setting were
useful . The ideas of listing and prioritising tasks is good but
must be based on overall goals . The homework contract was a
valuable idea for ensuring that essential tasks are completed .
77
The self-assessment of group leadership skills followed by
'sharing in pairs about areas requiring more practice was a valuable activity .
I felt I needed more follow up in how to get help
with these areas eg blocking . We need to return to this activity .
~7.~-0~ tea,
Techniques gained for managing time management such as listing
and prioritising activities, using the Pareto and salami technique or balance sheet method were useful .
3.
I was comfortable with the activities but would like more
participation .
I tend to dislike lectures since I believe that
they are inefficient in putting across information . Usually the
information is already known by some group members and could be
shared in small groups by having the groups discuss focus ques
tions .
Information which is not covered could then be given to
the group . Two small groups (3-5 people) tend to increase participation over one larger group and increases learning .
Giving
a group a written document and asking them to read and report on
it is another alternative to lectures and increases involvement .

Sharing in groups of two about how we felt
reporting back was enjoyable .

about

groups

and

4.
I felt some members were uncomfortable discussing feelings
that they bought to groups and expressing this feeling with a
gesture . The activity was a good one for opening up the scope of
the group and I enjoyed the activity . Participation overall is
excellent .
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I was familiar with the task/maintenance
1 . In Class Response :
It was
found
the number of roles useful .
division of roles but
as
roles
such
aware
of
the
less
constructive
,/ useful to be more
silent
withdrawal,
aggressive,
dependence,
playboy, blocking,
dominating etc to avoid taking these roles myself . The reading
on psychotherapy was interesting, in its research into the types
~ of groups,(T, laboratory, Encounter etc) and roles played by
Lippitt, Bion, Berne, and Lewin . I would be interested in knowing more about use of organisational groups and administrative
planning with groups ; i .e . a corporate task orientation rather
than personal one . These types of groups have greater impact on
the school system .
The reading on necessary decisions was nicely divided into subMost of the ideas were logical and would fit any
sections .
planning activity .
I prefer a systems orientation for structuring this type of information, and did not find the document to be
succinct . One really needs to form and conduct a group to inter~.~ .
nalise the information .
2.
The conflict presented our group, deciding on positive and
negative categories, then generating new categories was a helpful
The simulation allowed me to familiarise myself with the
one .
role terminology (opinion givers, court jester etc) observe roles
in other group members and myself and to reflect on different
ways to categorise group roles (i .e . friendly, unfriendly, initiI liked the integration of this activity
JJ ~ ator/follower etc) .
into the framework of group processes . Often the activity producing conflict is artificial . The debriefing of the process familiarised me with roles that other people believed they played .

r

The contract discussion reviewed the theory of time management
for me, emphasising problems of procrastination, overload, task
subdivision and planning within a values/goals framework .
The visualisation activity emphasised techniques of relaxation
(seated comfortably, feet on floor, deep breathe, close eyes if
one wishes)
and the many uses of the technique (experiential,
J build self-confidence, desensitisation, approach areas of avoidance, change habits etc .) The debriefing emphasised the popularity of the technique . Use of soft background music would help .

My response to sorting the cards into positive and negative
3.
ones emphasised my role as an opinion giver and active listener .
However, physical problems with a chest cold and being unable to
cough due to my paralysed intercostal muscles led to a tendency
~~/J towards the silent spectator role in the second activity .
My
a
typical
role
as
summarisdiscomfort kept me from assuming
more
er, harmonizer, information seeker and linker .
I enjoyed the visualisation with its opportunity to relax after a
long, cold day .

4 .I noticed that Luzette was fairly quiet, Susie was an organiser, Sue looked tired and kept withdrawing, and Heylee exercised
flexibility in changing roles from encouraged, linker to contributor . Elizabeth sough information and urged others to be involved .
The group overall responded in a fashion indicating a
belief in the value of the task and the activity could have
lasted longer if necessary .
Most group members completed their contracts . Sue found that the
technique avoided procrastination, while Liz . noted that the
process helped her to set smaller tasks and be more motivated .
The group liked visualisation, although Susie disliked thinking
of mice . Haylee indicated that she used the technique daily to
calm her students with good results . Group members indicated
annoyance at noise from the open door .
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1.
The reading on norms was useful in defining norms as group
expectations for behaviour .
I found the distinction between
implicit norms which apply to individual group members and
explicit norms that apply to everyone a useful distinction which
gave flexibility . The reading was helpful in noting conformity
as an aspect of the group which leads to group think and relating
this concept to internal and external locus of control . Perhaps
the link between conformity and group cohesion nee~.-- to be
clarified .
The list of types of norms do not seem useful for our type of
group .
The use of power in groups is a large topic and needs
separate treatment .
It would be useful to practice nonverbal
communication techniques which promote group discussion . ~~v-~''t ~.oCrs~,
In class discussion, the topic was introduced as Stages of Group
Development .
These stages were not presented .
I like the
Forming,
Storming, Norming, Performing Mourning Model .
Sharing
concerns of new group members and ways that leaders could
alleviate these concerns was valuable . Reviewing ice breaking
techniques might have been useful here .
The importance of
setting norms for administra '"on and housekeeping was well
emphasised .
The review of useful norms emphasised the discomfort felt by
group members when first joining a group . Strategies such as
setting objectives, ground rules, reassuring, being prepared and
showing respect were useful . The contributions that group members must make such ~rticipation, preparation, and listening
were helpful .
2.
Skills developed in using guided imagery and affirmations
seemed useful within the group as techniques for assisting people
to resolve problem behaviours . Personally, I couldn't get absorbed in the imagery, because I wasn't relaxed and was thinking
of other things . Relaxation is a skill not many people have .
The techniques will not work well until adequate preparatory
training has been undertaken for problem clients .
I obtained insight into the value gained from role playing, by
making value statements, reversing roles to have feedback on what
it is like to receive value statements, and responding to them .
Support is there f.or Moreno's mirroring theories . J
3 . The warm up activity in which people commented on last week's
activity not only reviewed the content, but also made the group
think over other people's behaviours and feelings . The feedback
on how people felt in the activity helped me clarify why the~~
behaved as they did .
I found that the discussion of norms was vitiated by too many low
level factual questions that prevented discussion . E .G What norms
would we expect? How do they develop? I think everyone knew the

Elaboration by the leader on students answers rather
answers .
to
inhibit group
than paraphrase "Do you mean . . .?" tended
I would have preferred
discussion in favour of leader input .
more open ended questions such as recalling groups in which we
were members (our homework question) and how these groups were
influenced by norms . Negative aspects of norms were not addressed although some discussion between group members did begin
on this topic .
In general, greater class discussion on norms
would have been interesting .
The guided imagery reviewed last week's lesson and laid the basis ~'~~^'-'"'~°`
for the role play . In the role play advantages of getting people
'Q
to mirror what we communicate to them or empathetically to put
I felt a bit
ourselves in their position needs to be discussed .
uncomfortable trying to follow the role reversals while simultaneously thinking what to say . Switching positions would help .~~
Also more setting the scene, such as getting me to describe a
familiar setting, or to create it with objects, in which we knew
the person (i .e . pointing to mother's apron etc) would lead to
more realistic role play .
The feedback from this activity, how people felt from 'I
value . . .'
statements emphasised the need to use such statements
more often .
4.

Observations About Other Members .

Caroline seemed defensive about her ideas re the value of making
She
supportive statements to Sue when helping her in a group .
didn't believe that 'you're doing ok' could be a 'whitewash' to
avoid an issue .
I thought paraphrasing her ideas, then leaving
the topic would have been useful, since she seemed to entrench
herself from the discussion . Perhaps a quick role play could have
allowed her to 'feel' the point, since she didn't grasp it cognitively .
Susie's frustration over last week's group activity surprised me,
since I didn't notice it in her behaviour .
During the lecture on norms , Sue, Richard, Elizabeth and Susie
joined into a discussion on conformity and negative aspects or
norms .
I thought this discussion could have been fostered,
involving everyone, with the group introducing personal experiences rather than theory . Since it didn't seem to be on the
lecture agenda, it was diverted .
No group dyads showed much interest in self-disclosing re their
discussions over problem behaviours . Perhaps insufficient time
was given to absorb the group in these behaviours .
I myself only
listened and didn't have time to share . Consequently the group
was unresponsive .
I wonder how effective guided imagery is in sorting out such
problems . Self-talk is the basis of an elaborate, time consuming
rational emotive therapy process . All group members seemed
comfortable and open in their self-disclosure .

Homework
I was a member of an educational committee to promote knowledge
of Paraplegia amongst the public and knowledge of techniques
amongst its members . Since many of the members were nurses norms
favoured use of medical terms, and a bias towards a paternalistic
doctor patient view . Such a view led to a norm of prescriptions,
rather than process activities to involve people with disabilities . Activities organised by the group tended to be attended by
other professionals rather than by people with disabilities . The
norm was to blame disabled people as apathetic .
Membership was by invitation . Invitations of people with disabilities seemed to be discouraged . There seemed to be a fear of 'a
takeover' .
Dress tended towards professional clothes, ties and jackets
men and often nurses white uniforms for women .

for

Attendance was poor . The norm seemed popular to put in apologies
because of attendance at other professional activities ; conferences etc .
There seemed to be a norm of using membership on the committee in
resumes, elaborated by describing conferences hosted by the
committee, and publications produced .
The group was totally cognitive (seminars/discussion or task) in
orientation .
Self-disclosure was against expectations .
Consequently, orientation was outward . The needs satisfied by the
group were to impress other people with skills and dedication
towards helping people with disabilities . The group was a tool
for professional development .
4
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1 . My Response to Readings .
The Corey article was excellent, providing a good chart The
article made me aware of practical strategies with which to
navigate through the shoals of group processes .
I liked the idea
of practical interventions to deal with the problems of each
stage .
The pregroup information was banal and failed to address
the real problems in recruiting a group . Recruiting enough group
members rather than screening is the critical issue .
In toda s
climate most ,groups are voluntary and open . - ~-~.s~'' ~~~n ~-

an~c

The sting o~s
ures~wa we 1 emphasised as well
the
clarify
as
need to
goals . I like the idea of systematic
preparation of members through discussion of group work theory,
roadblocks and problem solving . For a task oriented group,
perhaps the emphasis should be on skills such as brain storming,
the nominal group technique, force field analysis etc .
Corey's
list of guidelines better fits a therapy group .
In stage 1, some useful ideas were given for building group trust
by
dealing with negative feelings and avoiding jumps
to
solutions .
Modelling of committed, genuine behaviour
was
adequately stressed . I was impressed by the discussion dealing
with anxiety and a struggle for control in stage 2 .
The
distinction between a challenge and attack was useful .
I liked
the
presentation
of
forms
of
resistance
including
intellectualising, questioning, advice giving and band aiding .
I
particularly noted that giving solutions was a form of dealing
with one's own unfinished business and anxieties and conveys a
sense of inferiority to those being helped .
Techniques for
dealing
with
avoidance,
non-participation,
monopolising,
storytelling and hostility were useful .
Ideas by which the
leader could recognise and deal with his/her own
problem
behaviours aroused thought . Particularly the need to give advice
suggests unresolved conflicts and should be avoided .
The article was a valuable reference
effectiveness as a group leader .

for

improving

one's

2 . Class Discussion .
The range of norms apparent in groups was impressive and
refreshed my memory of norms . Expectations in terms of dress,
language, punctuality, attendance etc seemed universal amongst
all task groups .
The sameness in different stages in groups was apparent, in their
concerns related to forming, problems in getting functioning, the
setting of norms, working productively and terminating .
I was
impressed by the practice given in the skill of identifying
different types of group responses to problem statements .
This
practice helped to make us more aware of the effect of our statements .

Techniques to interest members in discussion were varied and
indicated the advantages of being able to use a range of
processes for motivational purposes .
I liked the use
of
quotations, reflection and warm up activities, although tapes,
films, posters etc would also be useful .
3.
I was happy to report back my experiences with the norms of
my group and was made aware of the extent to which expectations
regulate our behaviours . The feedback from other students with
regards to their experiences emphasised this concept .
I found the exercise in which I responded to a card with a suitable statement to stimulEate my learning by forcing me to actively
participate .
Sometimes there is a tendency to relax while others
speak, and exercises requiring participation enhance interest and
learning .
Its important to think about what we say and why .
Reflection on the impact of statements will facilitate improvement . The round robin technique involves everyone .
The activity in pairs to examine where to place Corey's classifications of pregroup, orientation, transition and consolidation
J was very brief . However, it did demonstrate the relative variability of these stages .
Counselling skills have been overly emphasised already .
The covert modelling review did not bring up many experiences of
success . The process may lack effectiveness unless combined with
other techniques .
I was not comfortable with using the technique
myself and question its scientific basis, which we had not addressed . Perhaps an orienting response or focussing attention on
an issue is sufficient .
_ ,
~~!
~.e~--~--~--~q~x
The idea of training for a peer support programme was relevant
for guidance officers . The activity was a challenging one for
the time available .
I enjoyed thinking of ways to introduce and
motivate the group . I tended to feel defensive at the groups
o comments on the guided recall, but was able to accept the comments and attribute weaknesses to lack of preparation time .
I
also like working in pairs .
I learned that there are many various techniques which succeed in creating interest and warming up
a
group to a topic . However, the techniques must be relevant and
~9:%~'~
not used for their own sake .
The reflection session bought forward a variety of experiences
which had proven valuable . I enjoy this technique as a concluding
activity .
4 . All group members are participating actively . The brainstorm
on how group leaders can facilitate groups to pass through group
stages generated an impressive list of skills . The group successfully offered statements in response to cards and diagnosed
the type of statement with precision . Everyone seemed to enjoy
this activity as indicated by the concluding reflection exercise .

f

There was less enthusiasm over covert modelling, although Liz .
noted that she now avoided the t emptation of eating when near the
fridge . Sue noted that she succe eded in approaching her desk but
still day
earned . Perhaps a n umber had not tried the technique s-~-e_
The group generally succeeded i n applying activities to warm us
up to various topics . The teac hing experience of all the group
members is obvious .
The reflection indicated the nee d for methodological preparation,
a view shared by everyone .
~v-¢-

3
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1 . Response to Reading
Corey, C . 5 . Corey presents the third group stage as working, by
which he means a production of effective action by a cohesive
group . Corey's descriptions apply to a therapeutic group and I
wonder to what extent a task oriented group requires
"honest
sharing of deeply significant personal experiences" .
Factors
needed for stage 3 are insight and
constructive
behaviour change through trust, acceptance, empathy, commitment,
optimism
and
intimacy .
Other factors
include
feedback,
catharsis, self-disclosure, and use of confrontation .
Stage 4 is consolidation and termination .
I prefer
using
different terms, perhaps consolidation for stage 3 and working
for 4 with termination as 5 . Corey's suggestions for terminating
a group are useful . They include dealing with feelings, preparing
for the outside world and evaluation . Again suggestions apply to
therapeutic groups with ideas such as role play to deal with the
outside world .
Corey provides a final post-group stage which deals with follow
up and evaluation . The stress on follow up and evaluation is
essential to obtain long term change and to improve leader
performance for the next group .
I found the model illustrating the distinction between trust
trust worthy to be a useful one in distinguishing between
behaviours of individuals and groups .

and
the

The definition of feedback as giving explanations for why people
react to our behaviour as they do was helpful .
It reiterated
that our behaviours are determined by how other people react to
us .
A review was given of strategies such as specificity,
explanations, expressions of feeling, and establishing a climate
of trust .
The list of ideas to promote trust including setting ground
rules,
and self-disclosure was valuable as was the activities .
Some
of the ideas were novel and could warrant
further
exploration including using art, music,
fantasy, and moral
dilemmas .
2.
I find that readings relate to therapeutic groups, but
theclasses relate to a task oriented group . An anomie is created
by this incongruence caused by a mismatching of readings to our
group activities . With the class being graded, I think the class
must necessarily be task oriented and cannot be like the types of
therapeutic groups run at the Wasley Centre and elsewhere .
However, perhaps the readings should more closely match our type
of group .
The

first

U

activity

~

was

t

(,T-'~e~. .~

to

t.t~~.

provide

feedback

on

last

week .

Unfortunately the group was not warmed up and no feedback
offered . A quick review of last week's topics would warm
group up to the question and elicit a better response .

was
the

The topic of feedback, although interesting because of Susie's
concrete example, was somewhat theoretical .
(i .e . What would we
do if someone talked golf all the time .) A quick role play in
which we practised I messages and switching to empathetic
listening could be useful .
In the feedback which immediately
followed the topic, on the value of the course so far, I messages
were not used in the sense that participants did not combine
feelings with specific events and give reasons .
I wonder if
participants connected the activity with the previous topic .
In the flood simulation the importance of debriefing
was
emphasised . However, no pragmatic skills were given on how to
derole nor were they used .
I don't think the participants were
told
that they were now Claremont students and to resume their
functions as students etc . . .
I felt that there was confusion of
deroling and debriefing . Debriefing is an analysis of the
learning . This was well done .
3 . I was somewhat bored with the passive role of observer during
the flood simulation, but felt the debriefing did identify useful
group dynamics and roles .
I was less comfortable with the colour-personal quality exercise,
although I enjoyed the creative aspects of relating colours to
nature to human qualities . Nevertheless, being on the receiving
end of this process made me feel self-conscious .

J

4.
The main group activity was the flood simulation .
In this
game, Luzette, Caroline and Susie appeared as most withdrawn and
least influential while Richard and Elizabeth seemed to dominate .
Haylee was good at summarising . The group was considerate of
each others feelings and cooperative . A business like attitude
was shown to the task with prioritising behaviour, rational
negotiation, and on task attention . These latter characteristics
are also typical of the class outside of the simulation game .
Members are fairly specific and demonstrate an academic bias in
their evaluations and reflections . Norms of this group are antitherapeutic in the sense that personal self-disclosures are not
real y made .

W . Bion

Summary

Don Pugh

Bion's definition of a group is a number of individuals meeting
together for a purpose(Bion, 1959 ; Rioch, 1970, p . 19) . There is
a common recognition of group boundaries, a capacity to absorb
new
members,
and
a
valuing
of
members
for
their
contributions .
Such a group is perceived by Bion as containing two metaphorical
parts, which he calls 'the work group' and 'the basic assumption
group' .
The work group represents a group performing its real
task, such as planning a conference and the structure of the
group is determined by its purpose and task . Such a group is
cooperative, rational and mature .
Bion suggests that many groups are detoured from their task
orientation by frustration and breakdown of the work processes .
This frustration releases regressive emotional like drives which
Thelan (Pines, 1985, p . 146) refers to as the group's "heart of
darkness" reminiscent of Joseph Conrad's novel . The drives are
termed 'the basic assumption groups' meaning that they behave as
if certain assumptions were true . The groups participate in mass
action, in an unconscious organismic way that is only coherent
and understandable if viewed from the perspective of a common
culture or assumption shared by its members . Bion (Pines,
1985)
refers to a proto-mental state which is a prototype of the basic
assumption .
These assumptions are vaguely outlined as dependency,
fight or
flight responses and pairing . Bion (1959, p .
77) notes that
groups will " . . .easily and spontaneously . . structure itself in
a manner suitable for acting on these basic assumptions . . . ."
Bion (1959, p . 160) notes that these assumptions are all antiintellectual,
anti-individual
and opposed to
change
and
development .
The dependency state is described by Bion as one in which the
group seeks security and protection by a strong leader who will
meet their needs almost magically(Bion, 1959, p .
74) . Group
members are perceived as immature and weak in contrast to an
omnipotent
leader .
Because a leader cannot live
up
to
expectations, the leader may be deserted by the group for a more
extreme or disturbed leader(Pines, 1985) . There is greed of
group members and conflict between their needs, but the leader is
expected to solve all their problems . The dependent group is
exemplified by a doctor-patient relationship or a religious group
in which exegesis of a written work may replace the actual
leader .
The fight-flight assumption suggests self-preservation as the
goal, realised by fighting an enemy or running away from danger .
The group member is subordinate to the group in this assumption
state .
The leader is seen as a military officer who can mobilise
action for fight or flight, recognises danger and inspires
sacrifice . Action replaces introspection in this state .
The army

represents an example of this type of basic assumption group .
Pairing states refer to dyad discussions by group members which
are looked upon by other group members as preliminary attempts
leading to sex, reproduction and growth of the group . The state
represents optimism and hope which must not be realised to be
effective(Bion,
1959, p . 152) . Pairing is seen as a method to
preserve the group . An aristocracy represents an example of this
type of assumption group .
All basic assumption states are similar in their irrational,
anti-intellectual,
inward, and fantasy nature . The states look
backwards and resist change and knowledge .
Individuals are
inferior to the group .` On the positive side, basic assumption
states may be controlled and utilised rationally such as occurs
in churches, or armies .
Bion (1959, p . 116) coins the chemical term valency to represent
the attraction of a group's basic assumption for an individual .
All
individuals have some valency towards at
least
one
predominant assumption state .
For effective functioning, a group must be in its task state but
harness the underlying basic assumption state to work
in
conjunction with the task . In doing so Bion believes that groups
may be successful(Rioch, 1970, p .
29) .
Pines (1985)
also
suggests that by examining how groups avoid their tasks with
assumption states, they may be redirected back to their task .
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1 . Theoretical Learning .
The article on Bion has been summarised as a separate
report .
His ideas are only briefly reviewed here based
on the class review .
Bion sees groups in two states ; as
task oriented or as basic assumption states . Task oriented groups are rational, goal oriented and have common
purposes with the members .
Basic assumption states are
regressive and primitive .
They fulfil functions such as
dependence, fight or flight or pairing .
The first state
consists of helpless dependence on a wise leader . In the
second the leader preserves the group from danger or
protects it from an enemy by mobilising the group to
fight or flee .
The third stage uses a metaphor of pairing and symbolic reproduction and is growth oriented
based on optimism . One's attraction to all the primitive
states is termed valency .
Valency varies for each basic
assumption but is present in everyone for at least one
basic assumption .
The class suggested that the strength of the theory could
be measured by its explanatory or predictive power .
Other clues to the theories value depends on its insight
into human behaviour, its guidelines for intervention or
evaluation and its framework for structuring groups .
2.
I did not find the discussion of Bion's ideas particularly helpful in interpreting group behaviour .
The
ideas seem to fit therapy groups which are essentially
leaderless rather than highly task oriented groups .
There was a reflection by the class into groups we knew
in different states based on the question ; can some of
the concepts help us to understand some groups?
This
question seemed to indicate that other class members had
difficulty in recalling groups that had regressed into
basic assumption states .
One example, a railway station
crowd that became a group to help someone did not convince me as being a fight flight group . Groups listening
to doctors do not really seem to be dependency groups
since they are task oriented .
I also found the question as to which basic assumption
group I would prefer as difficult to answer . I found them
all negative and didn't really prefer any of them .
Haylee's comment that a basic assumption state is a
homogeneous state in which all group members act cohesively seems to revive the idea of a group mentality such
as suggested by Le Bon for crowds .
I have always found
my groups fragmented .
3 . I ran the concluding activity and found the class
cooperative in answering questions and participating in

the short role play .
I was comfortable with giving the
presentation and found the feedback useful .
It was
interesting to see that Caroline did feel that she had
been 'tricked' in that no right answer was included among
the twelve categories . However, no one seemed to indicate
D a----2
i.
listening as an answer .
~, ...s2al~
~,1-~ :~t
_
-~ O ~-_~_-a

_

o

Q~a..~--~

The role play did seem to convince most groupmbers~~~ that questioning, advising, giving solutions, moralising
etc were not really helpful responses to students when
they were experiencing a problem .
Consequently, the
technique of both reflection, and role plays do seem
powerful tools for changing attitudes . The techniques
are more effective than lecture .
4 . I was disappointed that three group members were
absent .
Reactions to last week as a question bought a
limited response .
Susie liked the fish bowl simulation
game, but I always have difficulty recalling what happened last week . I think other members have a similar
problem . A quick summary is needed to warm the group to
the question .
`-(~...
~~
,~~,- ~.~.,. ~e
The group responded well to your questions about Bion,
indicating that everyone had carefully read the material .
All members contributed ideas to your question, why look
at group analysis . Luzette found Bion negative and asked
for his positive aspects . This question was never really
answered .
Nor was her question as to why norms don't
apply to group roles . Jan's example of a railway station
fight-flight group indicated thought over her reading .
I was pleased at the degree of reflection carried out by
the group into my guided recall in how skills are
learned . All members seemed comfortable with the technique and were willing to share personal recollections
about- their lives which indicated that skills were difficult to learn and took considerable practice .
The feedback session was shared by everyone and indicated
a high degree of comfort in which members felt free to
say what they really thought .
Consequently, Susie was
comfortable in saying that the session was too smooth or
too rehearsed .
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1 . Theoretical Learning
A Focal-Conflict Model
Whitaker & Lieberman (1964) suggest that groups possess
coherence amidst their diversity because of shared
underlying feelings .
This underlying element is most
difficult to detect when a group is working on a task .
It is more apparent in therapeutic groups which lack
task orientation . What is reacted to by the group is
based on members expectations, the group structure and
group composition and becomes an emerging and common
group concern .

JJ

This concern becomes a means for members to to reduce
anxiety and to allay underlying conflicting feelings,
wishes and fears . Whitaker and Lieberman (1964) term
The
this shared aspect as a 'group focal conflict' .
member
shared concern is a conflict because each
possesses a wish or disturbing motive and a fear or
Group
reactive motive which absorbs their energies .
solutions are attempts to resolve this conflict to
reduce anxiety as much as possible . A group theme is a
series of focal conflicts linked by common wishes .
These linked themes represent group culture .
Group members are unaware of the underlying focal
conflict . They enter with a cultural bagage of habitual
and sometimes maladjusted personal solutions
which
clients attempt to implement . Group discussion threaten
as
the
individual by challenging these solutions
incompatible with the group solution . Members recognise
nature
of
the
direct, observable and attractive
solutions to barely understood conflicts or may withdraw
from the focal conflict .
Conflicts of solutions lead to a choice of a shared
solution which reduces fears and anxiety . Members may
influence the group prior to the adoption of a group
solution or block solutions .

~/

Solutions may deal only with fears in a reactive sense
or may also satisfy the disturbing motive .
The group
focal conflict life span extends from the initial fear
to its resolution in a group solution .
The focal group conflict emerges slowly during a group's
life in a series of steps or shifts in equilibrium with
every remark relevant to wither the disturbing or
reactive motive or the solution .
Shifts occur in
individual stances with the movement of the group
representing the sum of individual moves . Feelings of
anxiety and attitudes vary based on the relationship of
group to private concerns . The degree of exploration

relates to the degree that a solution satisfies fears or
anxieties .
Movement to anew theme occurs with expression of a
solution and expression of new disturbing motives .
Themes reoccur during both the formative and established
phases .

J
J

The process of groups begins with emerging themes in the
phase which are marked
by
restrictive
formative
solutions . These solutions express anger at therapists,
project sexual feelings, imply group similarity and
becomes
disguise
disturbing
motives .
The
group
committed, and achieves solutions for initial focal
conflicts .
This marks the established phase in which
themes reoccur and are resolved with restrictive or
enabling solutions .
The subject learns in groups by actively discussing core
his
focal conflicts in safety,
issues with which
habitual solutions have not worked . One learns that
these solutions are not necessary by group feedback,
and
self-questioning,
exposure to new information
examination of the positions of others .
Discussion looked at issues in group process theories
problemincluding flux, affective characteristics,
solving, and leadership roles .
I would enjoy further
exploration of the role of the leader .
The advantages of therapeutic group theories include
awareness raising, and a f4ramework for observation .
The focal conflict model seemed to explain how the group
goes about choosing which comments to pursue .
2 . I found the Whitaker model to be abstract . There are
I
not many practical guidelines for running groups .
question whether the model applies to task oriented
groups .
I prefer models that relate to running groups
in schools . How do we prioritise staff issues and reach
rational decisions as a group . The meta-plan techniques
produced in the 1980's for group management seem direct
and relevant to a consultant's needs in schools .
Perhaps the suggestions for group leaders and activities
which aid group growth are worth following up on .
Perhaps we need to be involved directly with therapy
groups to make the model meaningful . Our group does not
fit the therapy model .
3.
I am finding the techniques now used to present
information
becoming repetitive .
Consequently
the
learning value of using different techniques is being
lost .
Since
the group
is
exploring
different

techniques, perhaps more could be included . For example,
we use one type of reflection session only . There are
other types . One I like requires a minute's silence to
think, then comments addressed to the whole group
without interaction . Not necessarily better, but the
better
more techniques the group experiences, the
informed they will be .
What other evaluation processes can we use besides
reflection? Perhaps the group should suggest some .
We
only use round robin . Other techniques include card
completion and pin up . We don't use techniques to
prioritise o~ gain agreement . Another example is less
question and answer and more use of group reports to
give content .
focal-conflict .
4.
The
presentation
looked
at
Unfortunately, many group members had not read the
document .
Feedback on Whitaker seemed positive . Luzette saw how
people chose to react to group statements . Eliz noted
the importance of attending to disturbing motives .
There
Susie and Sue noted the need to resolve fears .
was no response to Sue's questions . Who decides on what
is healthy? The question was a thoughtful one and could
generate considerable discussion . However, the group
seemed tired and it was near break time .
I enjoyed the conflict resolution session and felt that
felt
a
good
range of techniques were used .
I
prestructured techniques such as in a course
may
restrict Susie but it is an excellent way to begin . The
group all cooperated with the warm ug and shared well in
pairs .
I could have used more sharing time .
Everyone
responded comfortably to the questions .
Concluding
criticism seemed helpful and everyone participated .
Susie seemed a bit defensive, and needs to relax
the feedback . Jan was comfortable with it .

during
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Personal Learning Sheet 9 .

Sept . 20th .

Don Pugh

1 . Review of ethics of the APC was valuable . The need
to exercise responsibility, competence and proprietary
was stressed .
Application of these issues to groups
suggested the need for confidentiality, self-disclosure,
responsibility as leader, and care for group members .
Roles of the leader included being qualified,
screening
members,
modelling
appropriate
behaviour,
and
demonstrating
outgoing personality
characteristics .
Members have the right to informed consent, freedom from
coercion and confidentiality .
The points were summarised in the Corey handout . Points
included having leaders reflect on their identity, being
clear on the purpose of the group, and being clear on
expectations . Participants should be clear as to group
techniques and group focus . Group members should not be
pressured into sharing .
Practice should be related to
theory .
Care should be taken not to exploit group
members . Group members should be encouraged to discuss
their functioning in and reaction to group processes .
Ethical guidelines are listed for group leaders .
These
included considerations before the group began including
screening and confidentiality .
During the
group's
development the leader should clarify the group purpose,
and protect individual rights . Towards the end of the
group,
independence
should
be
promoted .
After
termination, an evaluation is essential .
2.
I became aware of the need for confidentiality in a
psychodrama group in which a member who was a youth care
worker
confessed
to her need to
havea
lesbian
relationship with one of her charges .
The
group
concluded with the leader asking each group member to
reveal something intimate about themselves . He confessed
to having secret homosexual desires .
I found
it
difficult to find enough risque in my life to match
their standards)
That type of group comes much closer
to the need for clear ethical standards than the average
staff task-oriented committee .
I wonder if the issue of ethics could be presented more
interestingly,
in
line with a course
on
group
techniques, than traditional question and answer . A
small simulation game raising ethical issues
with
debriefing might have covered the content while making
group
members simultaneously more comfortable
and
familiar with role play . Perhaps, next year you should
expand your personal learning sheet to include a section
on alternative ideas for presentation of content .
3.
I felt the willingness of some group
self-disclose
rather intimate personal

members to
information

(Luzette re sister, Susie re client) enhanced interest
and
illustrated
classroom
points .
(e .g .
confidentiality, delimma whether to report confidential
information and ways to deal with th8is issue) .
Class warm up and amount of comments at the beginning is
improved .
Comments re the focal conflict model were
positive with more reading having been completed .
I enjoyed
the self-concept presentation by Sue and
Caroline .
The content input was interesting
and
graphically demonstrated with the poker chip theory .
Paired discussions and sheet completion was relevant,
and caused reflection on previous practices .
Comments
to the whole group were positively processed, making one
feel comfortable with sharing with the group .
4.
Its obvious that the group members are trained and
experienced teachers, from the confidence and smoothness
with which they use group techniques .
Many group
members seem to have expertise which goes beyond teacher
training and shows actual experience in running groups .
Other
group
members
are
supportive
in
their
participation
and comments, and play their
roles
appropriately . Perhaps the environment is overly tame,
lacking the challenges apparent in running community
groups . The group members are aware of the feelings of
other
group
members and present
their
comments
positively .

2

Personal Learning Sheet 10 .

18 Oct .

Don Pugh

1 . The presentation reviewed small group activities by class
members in terms of philosophy, style, content, organisation,
exercises and alternative approaches .
Discussion focussed on
alternative ideas for Caroline and Sue's self-esteem presentation
such as the use of role play . The conflict resolution presentation was also discussed with suggestions for role play and simulation exercises . Alternative ideas for Don's presentation of a
sales pitch for teacher effectiveness included a straight forward
sample lesson, or inclusion of more direct alternatives for the
self-analysis of helping styles .
Luzette's and Haley's assertiveness lesson focussed on appropriate use of I messages and practice in stating I messages .
The
role play activity was useful and fitted the time available .
I
felt that I messages need to be balanced with listening skills .
2 . The group seems to have passed through the performance stage
into the termination or mourning stage . The pressure to cover new
material is no longer present . The group is highly cohesive and
cooperative and supportive of each other in group activities .
Members perform roles cooperatively and answer questions with
expected answers . There seems to be a group norm not to ask each
other difficult analytical questions or to make unhelpful or
critical comments .
3.
I wish to use the remaining space to suggest ideas for next
year .
I feel from my to years experience as a curriculum consultant in school development that psychologists need skills in
working with teachers in highly task oriented situations with
severe time constraints . The philosophy behind such work and
skills vary drastically from those needed for therapy .
Teachers
already have the skills, probably much more competently, than the
group leader . The group leaders needs to run a process oriented
model which provides a structure for teachers to demonstrate,
share and gain recognition for their expertise .
A few ideas are presented from a model used by the Metaplan
Organisation, an international franchise which specialises in
doing business planning for any type of business using small
groups .
If the topic is this one, reviewing a course, the group might be
asked to brainstorm focus questions for conducting a review .
This might be done in pairs with each pair completing a focus
question on a meter by 10 cm card . These cards are posted, and
explain by participants . They are then voted upon
by placing
coloured dots on the cards . The question with the most dots would
be the focus for the session .
The question might be : 'From your experiences, how might the
course be made better?' The question might be subdivided into
three activities, each involving completion of cards by small
groups, posting and discussion of cards . Examples of activities

might be 'What goals did we set? What activities did
take? What outcomes did we experience?'
Other questions might be :
hindering? helping?

"What aspects during the

we

under-

course

were

Information thrown up might be analysed using this approach .
Select a statement and analyse the meaning of the text, the
context in which it was given, and the sub-text or real meaning
behind the statement . From this a dilemma or 'but' statement is
made .
The conflict is analysed and an action proposed .
For
instance, a text might be that I am overworked . The context is
that I am taking too many courses . The sub-text is that life is
not going well . The dilemmas might be brainstormed . e .g .
I
think I should do less courses but . . . The conflict might be :
How do I complete my studies quickly to earn money without suffering severe stress from the overload? Each group would choose a
statement and develop a conflict statement related to course
improvement from their vantage point . The groups then brainstorm
actions to solve their conflicts .
Actions can be developed on the basis of short term, immediate or
long term . People involved could be listed . Help and hindrances
to solution implementation might be considered . Criteria for
evaluation might be considered . Solutions might be presented by a
group, then voted upon .
This example illustrates a task oriented planning process which
may fit most situations .
I believe school psychologists need
task oriented skills to help teachers review, plan and implement
strategies to deal with problems in schools .
Such task oriented
strategies could provide a valuable focus for the course and
replace more abstract group analysis models such as Bion's ideas .

